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Thank you totally much for downloading Guido Reni Il
Tormento E Lestasi I San Sebastiano A Confronto Ediz
Illustrata .Maybe you have knowledge that, people have look
numerous time for their favorite books when this Guido Reni Il
Tormento E Lestasi I San Sebastiano A Confronto Ediz Illustrata ,
but stop taking place in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book like a cup of coffee in the
afternoon, on the other hand they juggled bearing in mind some
harmful virus inside their computer. Guido Reni Il Tormento E
Lestasi I San Sebastiano A Confronto Ediz Illustrata is
welcoming in our digital library an online permission to it is set as
public consequently you can download it instantly. Our digital
library saves in multipart countries, allowing you to acquire the
most less latency time to download any of our books considering
this one. Merely said, the Guido Reni Il Tormento E Lestasi I San
Sebastiano A Confronto Ediz Illustrata is universally compatible
bearing in mind any devices to read.

Dentists - Mary Meinking
2020-08
Open wide! Dentists care for
people's teeth. Give readers
the inside scoop on what it's
like to be a dentist. Readers

will learn what dentists do, the
tools they use, and how people
get this exciting job.
The "Divine" Guido - Richard E.
Spear 1997-01-01
In this highly original study of
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Italian baroque master Guido
Reni (1575-1642), Richard
Spear paints a compelling
portrait of the artist - his
complexities, his formative
experiences, his cultural
surroundings, and his unique
sensibilities. Spear views
Reni's career from a wide
variety of perspectives and sets
his life and works in social,
economic, historical, artistic,
religious, and psychological
contexts. The author focuses
first on Reni's peculiar
character: a man at once
deeply religious, rabidly
misogynist, reportedly virginal,
neurotically fearful of witches,
and addicted to gambling. The
author considers the enduring
charisma of Reni's Crucifixions,
weeping Marys, and repentant
saints in the light of the
Catholic doctrinal meaning of
grace in Reni's time, the
Church's attitude toward Mary
and women, and the gendered
implications of visual grace.
Chapters on Reni's pricing
policies, selling strategies, use
of assistants, and attitude
toward what constituted an
"original", expose the

motivating importance of
money for Reni, and the
concerns, even among
seventeenth-century collectors,
about how to distinguish
original paintings from studio
replicas or copies. The book
investigates the ways
renaissance and baroque
attitudes toward art-making
affected Reni and closes with a
fresh view of Reni's unfinished
canvases and last style,
including the Divine Love, the
beautiful and unusual painting
that remained in Reni's studio
at the time of his death.
Felsina Pittrice - Carlo Cesare
Malvasia 2017
Oliver Cromwell and the
Rule of the Puritans in
England - Charles Harding
Firth 1903
Thomas Bernhard Jahrbuch 2007
The Other Side - Alfred Kubin
2000
Alfred Kubin (1877-1959) was
one of the major graphic artists
of the 20th century who was
widely known for his
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illustrations of writers of the
fantastic such as Balzac, E. I.
A. Hoffmann, Gustav Meyrink
and Edgar Allan Poe. In his
combination of the darkly
decadent, the fantastic and the
grotesque, in his evocations of
dream and nightmare, his
creation of an atmosphere of
mystery and fear he resembles
Mervyn Peake. The Other Side
tells of a dream kingdom which
becomes a nightmare, of a
journey to Pearl, a mysterious
city created deep in Asia,
which is also a journey to the
depths of the subconscious. Or
as Kubin himself called it, 'a
sort of Baedeker for those
lands which are half known to
us'.
The Time in Between Marcello Fois 2018-04-19
Vincenzo Chironi sets foot for
the first time on the island of
Sardinia - 'a raft in the middle
of the Mediterranean' - in
1943, a year of famine and
malaria. All he has with him is
an old document as proof of his
name and date of birth, but to
find out who he really is he has
had to undertake an even more
stressful journey than the one

he has just faced in the
steamer from mainland Italy to
Sardinia. At Núoro he will find
his grandfather, a master
blacksmith, who will act as a
substitute father but also as an
accomplice to him, and his aunt
Marianna, who greets the
unexpected arrival of a
previously unknown nephew as
an opportunity to redeem a life
previously afflicted by
misfortune. Years later, when
the presence of Vincenzo
Chironi in Núoro seems to have
become taken for granted, as
natural as the sea and rocks,
his blood asserts itself.
Vincenzo meets Cecilia, a
beautiful girl with eyes of an
undefinable shade who is a
wartime refugee from
elsewhere in Sardinia, and
falling in love seems the only
course open to either of them.
Never mind that she is already
engaged to Nicola, a boy with
whom Vincenzo is indirectly
connected by marriage through
his aunt Marianna . . . Even if it
may be a fact that
"disobedience must involve
punishment", it may also be
true that love cannot avoid
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adding the latest link to an
endless chain.
The Cenci - Stendhal
2021-03-28
The Don Juan of Molière is,
unquestionably, a rake, but
first and foremost he is a man
of the world; before giving way
to the irresistible inclination
that attracts him to pretty
women, he feels that he must
conform to a certain ideal
standard, he seeks to be the
type of man that would be most
admired at the court of a young
king of gallantry and parts.The
Don Juan of Mozart is already
more true to nature, and less
French, he thinks less of what
other people will say; his first
care is not for appearances, is
not parestre, to quote
d'Aubigné's Baron de Foeneste.
We have but two portraits of
the Italian Don Juan, as he
must have appeared, in that
fair land, in the sixteenth
century, in the dawn of the new
civilisation.Of these two
portraits, there is one which I
simply cannot display, our
generation is too straitlaced;
one has to remind oneself of
that great expression which I

used often to hear Lord Byron
repeat: "This age of cant." This
tiresome form of hypocrisy,
which takes in no one, has the
great advantage of giving fools
something to say: they express
their horror that people have
ventured to mention this, or to
laugh at that, etc. Its
disadvantage is that it vastly
restricts the field of history.If
the reader has the good taste
to allow me, I intend to offer
him, in all humility, an
historical notice of the second
of thes'e Don Juans, of whom it
is possible to speak in 1837; his
name was Francesco Cenci.
I Dreamed of Africa - Kuki
Gallmann 2012-03-29
‘Often, at the hour of day when
the savannah grass is streaked
with silver, and pale gold rims
the silhouettes of the hills, I
drive with my dogs up to the
Mukutan, to watch the sun
setting behind the lake, and the
evening shadows settle over
the valleys and plains of the
Laikipia plateau.’ Kuki
Gallmann’s haunting memoir of
bringing up a family in Kenya
in the 1970s first with her
husband Paulo, and then alone,
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is part elegaic celebration, part
tragedy, and part love letter to
the magical spirit of Africa.
Guido Cagnacci - Guido
Cagnacci 2008
Mecenati a confronto Fausto Nicolai 2008
La scultura in legno del
Rinascimento in Sicilia Paolo Russo 2009
Vivere d'arte - Raffaella
Morselli 2007
Oblique Drawing - Massimo
Scolari 2012
For more than half a century,
Erwin Panofsky's Perspective
as Symbolic Form has
dominated studies of visual
representation. Despite the
hegemony of central
projection, or perspective,
other equally important
methods of representation have
much to tell us. Parallel
projection can be found on
classical Greek vases, in
Pompeiian frescoes, in
Byzantine mosaics; it returned
in works of the historical avantgarde, and remains the

dominant form of
representation in China. In
Oblique Drawing, Massimo
Scolari investigates "antiperspective" visual
representation over two
thousand years, finding in the
course of his investigation that
visual and conceptual
representations are
manifestations of the
ideological and philosophical
orientations of different
cultures. Images prove to be
not just a form of art but a form
of thought, a projection of a
way of life. Scolari's generously
illustrated studies show that
illusionistic perspective is not
the only, or even the best,
representation of objects in
history; parallel projection, for
example, preserves in scale the
actual measurements of objects
it represents, avoiding the
distortions of one-point
perspective. Scolari analyzes
the use of nonperspectival
representations in preRenaissance images of
machines and military
hardware, architectural models
and drawings, and illustrations
of geometrical solids. He
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challenges Panofsky's theory of
Pompeiian perspective and
explains the difficulties
encountered by the Chinese
when they viewed Jesuit
missionaries' perspectival
religious images. Scolari vividly
demonstrates the diversity of
representational forms devised
through the centuries, and
shows how each one reveals
something that is lacking in the
others.
You'll See It When You Believe
It - Wayne W. Dyer 2009-10-13
Wayne Dyer, psychotherapist
and world-famous author of
worldwide bestsellers Your
Erroneous Zones and Pulling
your own Strings, shows you
how to improve quality of life
by tapping into the power that
lies within you and using
constructive thinking to direct
the course of your own destiny.
With his proven techniques and
using examples from his own
highly successful experiences,
Dyer will convince you that you
can make your most impossible
dreams come true. You’ll See It
When You Believe It
demonstrates that through
belief you can make your life

anything you with it to be.
Learn practical steps such as
how to set real goals and
achieve them; turn obstacles
into opportunities; rid yourself
of guilt and inner turmoil;
develop a strong innerconfidence; dramatically
improve relationships; spend
every day doing the things you
love to do, and so much more.
Go beyond self-help to selfrealization with this accessible
and uplifting manual.
Splendor, Myth, and Vision Museo del Prado 2016-07-26
"Handsomely designed and
produced, this stunning book
highlights sensual paintings
from the Spanish royal
collections of the Museo
Nacional del Prado, Madrid.
Many of the featured artists
were court painters under
sovereigns whose tastes
influenced the art world of the
16th and 17th centuries. The
superb selection of twentyeight paintings includes works
by Jan Breughel, Guercino,
Peter Paul Rubens, Titian, and
Diego Velaazquez. Included is
Titian's Reclining Venus with
Cupid and a Musician, probably
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painted by the artist for
Charles V, and several works
by Rubens, who painted a
considerable number of works
for the Spanish court.
Informative catalogue entries
accompany an essay by Javier
Portaus on the Spanish royal
taste in collecting and the role
of painting within European
politics of the day and a
contemporary response to
understanding the nude in
Renaissance and Baroque
painting by Jill Burke."-Mes Souvenirs - Massimo
Dazeglio 2019-02-23
This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed
in our most important libraries
around the world), and other
notations in the work. This
work is in the public domain in
the United States of America,

and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute
this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the
work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation
process, and thank you for
being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Saint Sebastian - Gerald Matt
2003
Artwork by Luigi Ontani, Paul
Schrader, Louise Bourgeois,
Chris Burden, Francesco
Clemente, Pier Paolo Pasolini,
Fiona Tan. Photographs by
Catherine Opie, David
Wojnarowicz. Text by Wolfgang
Tillmans.
Sette, settimanale del
Corriere della sera - 2003
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Guido Reni's Abduction of
Helen - Anthony Colantuono
1997
A study of Guido Reni's
Abduction of Helen.
Art in Genoa, 1600-1750 Jonathan Bober 2020-04-28
Genoa completed its
transformation from a faded
maritime power into a thriving
banking center for Europe in
the seventeenth century. The
wealth accumulated by its
leading families spurred
investment in the visual arts on
an enormous scale. This
volume explores how artists
both foreign and native created
a singularly rich and
extravagant expression of the
baroque in works of
extraordinary variety,
sumptuousness, and
exuberance. This art, however,
has remained largely hidden
behind the facades of the city's
palaces, with few works, apart
from those by the school's
great expatriates, found
beyond its borders. As a result,
the Genoese baroque has been
insufficiently considered or
appreciated.0Lavishly
illustrated, 'A Superb Baroque'

is comprehensive,
encompassing all the major
media and participants.
Presented are some 140 select
works by the celebrated
foreigners drawn to the city
and its flourishing
environment. Offering three
levels of exploration-essays
that frame and interpret,
section introductions that
characterize principal currents
and stages, and texts that
elucidate individual works-this
volume is by far the most
extensive study of the Genoese
baroque in the English
language.00Exhibition:
National Gallery of Art,
Washington, DC, USA
(03.05.-16.08.2020) / Scuderie
del Quirinale, Rome, Italy
(03.10.2020 - 10.01.2021).
Il San Bastiano Medici di
Andrea del Sarto - AA. VV.
2016-01-03T00:00:00+01:00
L’arrivo e l’esposizione alla
Rocca dei Rettori di Benevento
del dipinto di San Sebastiano,
recuperato dalla Guardia di
Finanza e ampiamente
riconosciuto come opera di
Andrea del Sarto, è un evento
di grandissima rilevanza
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culturale che suscita e
susciterà emozioni, riflessioni,
intriganti curiosità e raffinate
ambizioni a percorsi di
approfondimento e discussione.
Il fascino dell’intrigo deriva dal
fatto che siamo di fronte a
un’opera celeberrima che, dalla
sua nascita ad oggi, ha avuto
un lungo percorso di passaggi
di "mano" sprofondato
nell’ignoto con una fase di
incertezza e buio durata quasi
due secoli.
Principi di Santa Romana
Chiesa. I Cardinali e l'Arte Aa.Vv.
2013-03-01T00:00:00+01:00
All'insegna dello studio del
connubio fra porporati e artisti,
alla cui volontà di educare e
catechizzare per mezzo della
bellezza dobbiamo molta parte
del nostro patrimonio artistico
e culturale, si svolge questo
ciclo di Giornate di Studio. I
contributi, presentati da
studiosi attivi nell'ambito di
istituzioni accademiche,
museali e ministeriali italiane
ed estere, concernono
soprattutto il tessuto storicoculturale della città di Roma e
del Lazio tra il Medioevo e il

Settecento. Il primo volume
contiene un inquadramento
della storia del cardinalato e
della committenza artistica
cardinalizia (M. Gallo, Ricerc.
Storia dell'arte moderna,
Lumsa) e studi sul card. Riario
e la decorazione dell'Episcopio
di Ostia (D. Frapiccini, Dott.
Ricerca, Università Sapienza,
Roma), sul card. Truchsess von
Waldburg (M. Nicolaci, Dott.
Ricerca, Università Sapienza,
Roma), su Guido Reni e il card.
Sfondrati (H. Economopoulos,
Adj. Prof. Saint Mary's College,
Notre Dame, Indiana), sul card.
Lante (R. Randolfi, Università
Sapienza, Roma).
On Ugliness - Umberto Eco
2011
Beauty and ugliness are two
sides of the same coin; by
ugliness we usually mean the
opposite of beauty and we
often define the first in order to
understand the nature of the
second. But the various
depictions of ugliness over the
centuries are richer and more
unpredictable than is
commonly thought. The
striking images and
anthological quotations in On
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Ugliness lead us on an
extraordinary journey through
the passions, terrors and
nightmares of almost three
thousand years, where acts of
rejection go hand in hand with
touching instances of empathy,
and an aversion to deformity is
accompanied by seductive
violations of all classical
canons. With his characteristic
wit and erudition, Umberto Eco
draws on examples in art and
literature from ancient times to
the present day. Abundantly
illustrated with demons,
madmen, vile enemies and
disquieting presences, with
freaks and the living dead, On
Ugliness is conceived for a vast
and diverse readership, and is
an invaluable companion
volume to On Beauty.
Amico Aspertini, 1474-1552
- Amico Aspertini 2008
Parsifal - Richard Wagner 1920
Bollettino dei Musei Comunali
di Roma N.S. XXI 2007 - AA.
VV.
2016-02-03T00:00:00+01:00
In questo numero: ROSELLA
CARLONI, Maestranze

specializzate nella Roma del
Settecento: i Cartoni, storia di
una famiglia di scalpellini
LAURA BIANCINI, Ritratto di
famiglia: i Raffaelli
FRANCESCA DI CASTRO, Via
del Babuino 93: dalla Locanda
delle Tre Chiavi a Casa
Raffaelli CHRISTIAN
OMODEO, Vincenzo
Camuccini, Pietro Herzog e
due ritratti inediti del
marchese Tommaso Gargallo di
Castel Lentini CARLA
BENOCCI, Due progetti di
Andrea Busiri Vici per la Villa
Celimontana, 1857-1859
LUCIA PIRZIO BIROLI
STEFANELLI - GIOVANNA
CURIALE, Una raccolta di
"impronte" Cades nel Museo di
Roma Donazioni MARIA ELISA
TITTONI, Un dipinto di Virginio
Monti per la chiesa di San
Gioacchino ai Prati di Castello
ANGELA MARIA D'AMELIO, Le
carte da gioco nell'arte
contemporanea: la Collezione
Paola Masino al Museo di
Roma Musei LUCREZIA
UNGARO, Il Museo dei Fori
Imperiali nei Mercati di
Traiano ALBERTA
CAMPITELLI, I musei di Villa
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Torlonia Mostre ANITA
MARGIOTTA, San Pietro.
Fotografie dal 1850 ad oggi
Attività associative ENZO
SCOTTO LAVINA - ELENA DI
MAJO, L'Italia vista dal cielo di
Folco Quilici. Una proposta
degli Amici dei Musei di Roma
Pubblicazioni Notiziario dei
Musei 2007: nuove
acquisizioni, restauri, mostre e
prestiti a mostre Attività degli
"Amici dei Musei di Roma"
2007 Organi sociali 2005-2007
Soci 2007 Direttore
responsabile e di redazione:
Lucia STEFANELLI PIRZIO
BIROLI Redazione: Manlio
Barberito, Liliana Barroero,
Piero Becchetti, Antonio
Giuliano, Barbara Pettinau,
Maria Elisa Tittoni Monti,
Alessandra Caravale, Marco
Fortini
Painting as Business in Early
Seventeenth-century Rome Patrizia Cavazzini 2008
Painting as Business in Early
Seventeenth-Century Rome
offers a new perspective on the
world of painting in Rome at
the beginning of the Baroque,
from both an artistic and a
socioeconomic point of view.

Biased by the accounts of
seventeenth-century
biographers, who were often
academic painters concerned
about elevating the status of
their profession, art historians
have long believed that in Italy,
and in Rome in particular,
paintings were largely
produced by major artists
working on commission for the
most important patrons of the
time. Patrizia Cavazzini&’s
extensive archival research
reveals a substantially different
situation. Cavazzini presents
lively and colorful accounts of
Roman artists&’ daily lives and
apprenticeships and
investigates the vast popular
art market that served the
aesthetic, devotional, and
economic needs of artisans and
professionals and of the
laboring class. Painting as
Business reconstructs the
complex universe of painters,
collectors, and merchants and
irrevocably alters our
understanding of the
production, collecting, and
merchandising of painting
during a key period in Italian
art history.
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Ecstatic Confessions - Martin
Buber 1996-11-01
Ecstatic Confessions
orchestrates these reports from
the edge of human experience
into a revealing look at the
nature of the ecstatic
experience itself and the
tension arising from the
mystic's compelling need to
give witness to an event that
can never truly be verbalized.
The Art Market in Rome in the
Eighteenth Century - Paolo
Coen 2018-11-05
Eighteenth-century Rome
offers a privileged view of art
market activities, given the
continuity of remarkable
investments by the local ruling
class, combined with the
decisive impact of external
agents, largely linked to the
Grand Tour. This book, the
result of collaboration between
international specialists, brings
back into the spotlight
protagonists, facts and
dynamics that have remained
unexplored for many years.
Emmanuelle - Emmanuelle
Arsan 2014-03-11
A young woman discovers the
boundless potential of her

sexuality in this “lyrical and
graphic” international
bestselling classic novel of
joyful eroticism (NPR). It
begins with nineteen-year-old
Emmanuelle’s flight from
London to join her husband in
Bangkok. On the airplane, she
is seduced by the passenger
seated next to her. By the time
they land, she has indulged her
irrepressible and insatiable
sexual appetite, embarking on
an odyssey of hedonistic
sensual discovery that takes
her from the arms of her
husband to intimate encounters
with the wives of his business
associates, to further
explorations wherein the
philosophical and aesthetic
facets of eroticism are
expounded—and enacted—to
the fullest degree. Much like
Anne Desclos’ The Story of O
and Anaïs Nin’s Delta of Venus,
Emmanuelle is as pertinent
today as it was when it was
first published in 1967, a
thrilling reminder of “how this
revolutionary epic had an
impact on the sexual liberation
of women” (Le Parisien
Magazine). “Emmanuelle is not
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just sex; it is an eroticism that
is vintage, oneiric, utopian, and
tender, an optimistic and
radiant eroticism.” —Le Point
“Emmanuelle’s eroticism is not
pathological, unlike the
eroticism of revolt. It is a
crucial part of the satisfaction
of the individual, which feels
threatened by nothing, which
unfolds in harmony with the
world: an eroticism of perfect
accord.” —Le Magazine
Littéraire “Lyrical and graphic
. . . But it’s not all salacious
play-by-play. The sex scenes
are interspersed with abstract
musings about the nature of
sex. . . . In short, it arouses.”
—Teddy Wayne, NPR
Qui touring - 2008
Il tormento e l'estasi - Guido
Davico Bonino 2013-06-24
Nell'Ottocento l'esperienza
dell'amore ha trovato con la
parola scritta il riflesso della
sua potenza misteriosa e
insopprimibile. Nessun altro
secolo, infatti, è riuscito a
rivendicare con altrettanta
forza l'alterità della passione
rispetto alle convenzioni sociali
e all'ottusità del moralismo. E il

microcosmo del racconto, in
virtù della sua concentrazione
emotiva, si rivela l'esito ideale
di questo percorso. I testi
presentati qui offrono un
saggio della varietà stilistica
con la quale, nel corso del
secolo, il narrar breve ha
ritratto la passione che "tutto
vince": dall'esaltazione della
sensualità, rappresentata con
raffinato esotismo da Flaubert
o con ardore lussureggiante da
D'Annunzio, all'analisi dei
turbamenti interiori, che siano
oggetto dell'introspezione
psicologica di Dostoevskij o
della rappresentazione
documentaria di Verga. Ad
affascinare, poi, è il multiforme
connubio di amore e morte,
riscatto dell'anima dalla
meschinità e dalle costrizioni
terrene, come nella
rivisitazione kelleriana di
Romeo e Giulietta, estremo
atto vendicativo imposto dalla
tirannia dei sensi, come nella
storia di "terribile passione"
firmata da Camillo Boito, o
inevitabile approdo di una
fantasia morbosa, come l'estro
visionario di Edgar Allan Poe ci
lascia intendere.
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La luce del Barocco Francesco Petrucci 2020
Le stanze del cardinale Vittorio Sgarbi 2009
Genoese Way of Life - Andrea
Leonardi
2015-05-29T00:00:00+02:00
Tra XVI e XVII secolo,
l'investimento immobiliare
compiuto dall'oligarchia della
Repubblica di Genova assume
una misura direttamente
proporzionale alla ricchezza
frutto della posizione egemone
conquistata sulle piazze
finanziarie d'Europa. Un
dinamismo segnato da novità e
spunti di aggiornamento,
percepito e rilanciato da Pietro
Paolo Rubens (1622-26), a
Joseph Furttenbach (1627),
sino ai viaggiatori del Grand
Tour. Genoese Way of Life ha
provato a trovare una strada
attraverso taluni aspetti della
cultura materiale e visuale
della casa genovese tra Sei e
Settecento, intesa come
strumento d'interpolazione tra
agiografia pubblica e
magnificenza privata. Il ruolo
giocato dall'ambiente

domestico, insieme alla
famiglia circondata da
determinati mobili, quadri e
apparati decorativi – spesso
decisi in piena coerenza con le
scelte sperimentate all'esterno
di quelle mura, nelle cappelle e
nelle chiese gentilizie –
dimostrano una consapevolezza
di marca continentale in linea
con i brillanti e contemporanei
risultati economici. Ricchezza e
immagine, articolazione e
identità del casato di
appartenenza, caratteri
autoctoni delle pratiche
decorative e degli stili artistici
e architettonici, modelli di
acquisizione degli oggetti,
attributi dell'aristocratico
lifestyle, sono tutti elementi in
grado d'intersecarsi,
garantendo una lettura ‘altra'
rispetto a quella (certo celebre
ma ormai storicizzata) di
Francis Haskell che, nel grande
affresco dedicato a Roma e a
Venezia in Età barocca, confinò
l'episodio ‘Genova' nella
cosiddetta «scena provinciale»
dell'arte e della società
italiane.
The Other's Gaze - Carlos G.
Navarro 2017
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Siegfried - Richard Wagner
1880
Multimedia Archaeologies Andrea Mirabile 2014-03-01
Paris, 1910-1915. Artists,
intellectuals, and international
celebrities crowd the city as
never before. Decadent dreams
and avant-garde manifestos
celebrate the marriage
between art and life. Creative
experiments and vital joy dance
hand in hand—on the edge of
the abyss of WWI. Gabriele
D’Annunzio is one of the highly
influential yet semi-forgotten
protagonists of this season and
an emblem of its
contradictions. A child of the
Decadence, but also a
forerunner of Modernism, the
Italian poet defies the barriers
between art forms, languages,
and aesthetic practices.
Tellingly, some of the period’s
major figures across the arts
are involved in D’Annunzio’s

projects, including Canudo,
Bakst, Brooks, Debussy,
Montesquiou, and Rubinstein.
In particular, in his sacred
drama Le Martyre de Saint
Sébastien, the poet combines
French, Italian, literature,
theater, mime, dance, music,
painting, and cinema in a way
that fuses old and new.
D’Annunzio’s hybrid
experiments challenge
Wagner’s ‘total artwork’
theories, search for a synthesis
between pictorial stillness and
filmic movement, and
anticipate contemporary
multimedia experiences. These
artistic collaborations end
suddenly at the outbreak of the
Great War, when Dannunzian
total artworks migrate from the
stage to the battlefield,
generating a controversial
legacy that calls for renewed
critical investigations.
Guido Reni - Piero Boccardo
2007
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